Chairman's Message
Dear Members,
“What on earth does your Association do,” is a question I am often asked and,
really, to give a satisfactory answer, my interlocutor and I need to sit down with an
hour or two to spare! Every week, almost every day, a new topic or problem
appears on the scene. Life is certainly never dull.
The most obvious function of a Residents’ Association is that of looking critically at
all the Planning Applications in the district. In fact, in Leatherhead, so many
applications have resulted in offices being turned into flats that MVDC has
managed to fulfil an entire year’s housing requirement from these “windfalls.”
The retention of privacy is another aspect which secures our immediate attention.
As an association we are also very concerned with the general environment and (with friends) the year has seen us: 1 attempt
to remove the clogging Himalayan Balsam from the Mole; 2 join yet another group in trying to clear up the Rye Brook; 3 get
involved with the Flood Forum,; 4 persuade SCC to surface Fortyfoot Road adequately so that the pupils of Woodlands School
may travel comfortably; 5 support Teazle Wood with votes and other action; and finally, 6 help the people living around Leach
Grove to source legal help in their struggle to get it classified as a “Village Green”.
Many people complain to us about the litter they see everywhere. We not only forward these concerns to the appropriate
person in MVDC, we also do some of the litter collections ourselves, most recently around the hospital and on By‐Pass Road.
To highlight the problem to children, an exhibition was held in the former Help Shop of children’s drawings depicting the
dangers ensuing from carelessly dropped, unwanted items. In fact, we are hoping to further use these drawings near the
station as this is also area we have set our sights on to improve.
The protection of the Green Belt is yet another topic which demands our attention and support. We did our best when it came
to deciding on the fate of Cherkley Court and we wrote innumerable letters in response to the Green Belt Review and the
Housing and Travellers’ Sites Plan. In spite of its recent designation as an Area of Community Value (ACV) one still has fears
for the well cultivated allotments on Barnett Wood Lane, allotments right next to Green Belt, which have caught the eye of
some big developers.
Interspersed with all the problems above, there is that of Leatherhead Hospital. This was sprung on us last December and
involved the immediate closure of Leach Ward. Promises that it might re‐open at Easter did not materialize and, instead, our
members have been going to a series of meetings involving the future of medical care in general for this area. Provision for
respite care seems certain to be axed but final decisions are not expected until December.
To be viewed as a complete change from the above, which is very largely conducted by email, there are the meetings with other
Residents' Associations and also with our MVDC, CEO., Ms. Yvonne Rees. It is always interesting to meet others doing the same
job as oneself but in very different circumstances. At the last meeting with Ms. Rees, I was able to put the case for an
enforcement litter officer, for more financial support for our Theatre and for an assurance that the recently appointed
MasterPlanners were giving proper attention to the need for more parking within the town. Perhaps needless to say, the
answers were “no,” “no” and “yes,” but some causes are worth battling on for!
As if the above activities were not enough, we have now been given what appears to be a completely fresh chance to re‐vitalize
our little market town. Well established groups and individual residents have now had the chance to give their opinions. Even
the ideas for Church Street which appeared to be all set for launching last year now seem to be being kept back until some kind
of overall plan appears.
In all, this is a particularly exciting time to be involved in the development of Leatherhead. Friends, neighbours and
acquaintances come up with a wide range of suggestions – some most bizarre – and I hope they have now submitted them all
to Mole Valley. Maybe, one day, we shall be able to read them all!
Caroline Brown
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Transform Leatherhead
In the Spring Issue of our Newsletter we described the process undergone by the Local Enterprise Partnership (Coast to
Capital) in identifying Leatherhead, because of its location, as worthy of investment to exploit its potential for employment
space, jobs and housing.
The Masterplanners commenced their work in February of this year. Stage 1 of their work was to establish a Baseline of their
analysis of the situation in Leatherhead now. To achieve this they have worked with MVDC Officers, and as well as sending
out the Questionnaire, have conducted a number of walkabouts, exploratory workshops, visionary workshops and
comparative studies. We now trust that, when all the questionnaire responses have been received and analysed,
the
Masterplanners will have a clear impression of the current situation in Leatherhead and the views of its
residents and businesses as to their thoughts for the future.
What sort of town do we want? What size of town do we want? Do we want any changes?
What are its best features? What are its worst features? What does it need? What do we want
to see developed? Do we want more comparative shops selling clothes and shoes and/or more
convenience stores for food and drink? Do we want more homes and what sort of homes – rental,
affordable, flats, terraced houses? What about access to Leatherhead and short and long term
parking in the town?
Well, of the respondents, 83% said they want improved shops and 40% wanted better car parking
facilities. 57%
felt that the river was our best feature, 28% thought our historic buildings and 25% thought our restaurants were key.
The LRA has sifted through many key ideas for potential development covering Access, Parking, Shops, Welcome, Leisure and
Housing and has made comments on each. This has gone to the Masterplanners and our District council to provide more
detailed information for them to consider.
The Masterplanners are now moving to Stage 2 of their operation, which is to develop, analyze and scrutinize the various
options. This will lead to a preferred option, which will be presented to MVDC and then to a public consultation in late
October. November will be spent considering the public reaction and response to the preferred option.
Stage 3 in this process – The Masterplan will involve the detailed development and scrutiny of the Masterplan; the drafting
of the final Masterplan including an Implementation Plan. The Production of which will be completed by the end of March
next year.
We wait with baited breath to learn the outcome of all their work and hope that it will provide a clear, generally acceptable,
logical roadmap for the future of our town and look forward to it coming to fruition.
John W Wilson

In the Meantime
Matters are not standing still waiting for the results of the Transform Leatherhead Masterplanning.
No, two developments are of note which will or should be integral to the Town Centre transformation.
Firstly ‐ Coming soon is the development by Hague Investments to significantly alter the shops on the west side of Church
Street. A new medium sized supermarket is planned here which, they hope, will attract resident and other shoppers. This
will not only affect the existing occupiers of the shops in that parade but will have a significant impact on the street scene
and also on parking facilities. Demand for convenient parking will, undoubtedly, increase. The street itself will need to
accommodate some car parking and, just as important, large delivery vehicles to the front of the store. The current street
furniture, trees and planters will probably need to be repositioned, redesigned or removed. We favour a ‘shared surface
scheme’, which can have multi‐uses for pedestrians, vehicles and, occasionally, for events.
Secondly ‐ In anticipation of the conclusions of the Transform Leatherhead project, MVDC has purchased two large office
blocks at the bottom of Bridge Street, close to the river. They are Claire House and James House, located between the river
and the ancient Running Horse public house. The redevelopment of these buildings and/or the site will, no doubt, become
clear as part of the Masterplan. Any development must, in our opinion, not be detrimental to the riverside and must
contribute positively to this unexploited asset of the Town.
John W Wilson
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Report from Friends of the River Mole
Leatherhead (FoRML)
One early July morning I had a walk with some
colleagues from the Work Group who monitor and
manage the river Mole Nature Reserve at Leatherhead.
It was glorious, although boiling hot even by 9am the
water looked invitingly cool and green, the sun was
dappling through the trees and the birds chattering;
green veined whites and speckled wood butterflies
danced over the scrubby flowering areas and
damselflies dipped along the water’s edge. It was a
classic peaceful English rural scene. The river Mole
nature reserve from Young Street to Fetcham Splash
was designated ten years ago to protect the area for the
local wildlife, fauna and flora. But some of this area is
now under a potential threat of development.

allow nature free expression and to flourish. There are
already pressures ‐ dogs disturb ground nesting birds,
discarded litter causes animal injuries and gets into the
water system, flora gets trampled on, and merely being
a presence we frighten off small mammals and birds.
The river is a unique asset for Leatherhead; this is a
designated nature reserve and should never be
considered as something to be exploited for
commercial gain.

Clearing HB by Town Bridge
We started the Friends of River Mole Leatherhead last
year so that volunteers could help monitor and manage
this part of the reserve. Since last year we are now
insured, have a selection of tools and equipment and
two of us have trained in course leadership and first aid.
At the end of June a group of 12 volunteers, including a
canoeist Noel Worthington, had our first Himalayan
Balsam bashing day to pull up the non‐native invasive
plant. There was much less growing this year due to the
Peacock Caterpillar
effort we made last year and I am pleased to report that
other native plants are growing up in the cleared areas.
Transform Leatherhead has included the river as part of We cleared areas from Thorncroft bridge right to the
the area to be considered for development in the end of Common Meadow.
Master Plan. Sir Paul Beresford has suggested in the
press that Leatherhead would benefit from a riverside The Environment Agency has done a lot of work clearing
development with cafes, shops and a hotel. I believe fallen trees and they will be doing more work in the
that it is vital that we resist this kind of development, autumn taking away the silt on the islands near Town
this will not solve the problem of Leatherhead town Bridge. MVDC has replaced and renewed some of the
centre by shifting the commercial centre to the river and litter bins and will be doing the remainder this year.
any infringement on what is already a very narrow
If you want to be kept informed of any volunteer days
natural corridor would be a disaster for wildlife.
please email caroline@allbright.co.uk. Follow us on
There is always a balance to be struck between nature’s Facebook ‘Friends of River Mole Leatherhead’
needs and what people desire. At the moment the
balance seems to work, the area is used by people but Caroline Cardew‐Smith
it is not overly busy and is managed in such a way to
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Leatherhead Station – update
For a few years Network Rail has been working together
with Southern Railway (SR) and Surrey County Council
to identify stations which may benefit from
improvements under the National Stations
Improvements Programme (NSIP) which is directly
funded by the Department for Transport.
Leatherhead Station has been identified as one which
would qualify for improvements under the NSIP. As a
result, in spring we reported that the old stations
master's house was to be refurbished and used as a
waiting room. This work is nearing completion. In
addition, access to the station is being improved by
opening the central front windows to form a larger
entrance way. All of this work has received listed
building planning consent.
Last summer, I presented the Environment Committee
with a photo exhibit and some sources of concern about
the appearance of the station. An agreed list of the
"wishes" was compiled. When Southern Rail carried
out a passenger survey much earlier this year, I
submitted photo evidence along with changes we
would like to see carried out.
SR responded to our comments and carried their own
survey; the results are that most passengers would like
to see improvements to waiting facilities, toilets and
the queuing system around the ticket office and
gateline. As such, SR will be delivering improvements
to these areas within the next two years.

They are also addressing some of the other concerns we
raised, most notably around rationalising the signage
around the station, and removing signs that are
unnecessary or are duplications. They also agree that it
is a shame for the arched windows to be covered by
signs, and will be relocating those boards. They are also
going to clean and repair the brickwork.
They have not really addressed the issue of solving the
litter. It is particularly awful behind the chain link
fencing along the road to the rear station. We are trying
to get the area cleaned, and we suggested that
afterwards we put up a display of anti‐litter posters
done by local children who we hope would shame
adults who should know better from discarding their
rubbish over the fence.
NetworkRail would support any initiative to improve
the planting in the beds if a community group wanted to
get involved in planning, planting and maintaining. This
has been done successfully in the flowerbeds at
Ashtead after the station was rebuilt there. The
Ashtead Residents Association worked with the scouts
to plan and carry out the planting. If any local group
would like to get involved with such a project please get
in touch with us.
Cllr Tim Hall reported at the July LRA meeting that
Southern Railway is trying out a new cleaning company
and using Leatherhead Station for a trial period.
Caroline Cardew‐Smith

Leach Grove Wood ‐ Update
Over three and a half years have passed since the first application for Village Green Status for Leach Grove
Wood was submitted. By September there should be a long awaited decision.
The fifty‐two people who wrote witness statements and the twenty‐two who gave evidence at the Public
Inquiry will be the ones most anxious to learn the result. However, we all want to know whether this leafy
haven will have been given the protection which Village Green Status would provide.
Flip Cargill has written a comprehensive report which will be included in the next Issue of the LRA Newsletter.
In the meantime, it appears that the village green Application succeeds on six of the seven legal groounds.
However it is the importance of 'Neighbourhood' which the inspector found lacking. Barrister Ashley Bowes
presented an excellent submission about the area's cohesiveness which makes a good neighbourhood. The
final judgement rests with the Planning and Regulatory Committee. This final meeting has been scheduled for
23rd September ‐ there is still hope of success.
Cheryl Allen
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the contributors and are not necessarily shared by the
Association. Rather we hope the exchange of views here will better inform the members of the Association
as to opinions of the Leatherhead residents about current and past issues.
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Anti-litter
Campaign
Continues
In last summer's newsletter, the Environment Subcommittee
announced a year long campaign against litter, beginning with an October litter pick.
Some of the committee members were horrified by the amount of litter that was
on show at various sites around Leatherhead and beyond. Leach Grove
and Teazle Wood were particularly affected as was Leatherhead Station.
For some people, the disposal of litter is completely random--it can
be dropped anytime and anywhere.
The litter pick produced well over a hundred bags of litter.
Of course, the object is to get people to stop dropping litter, not to have successful
litter picks.
For that reason, much time and effort has been used to get
the Anti-litter message across. Schools were targeted to produce
art projects with litter. This gave the opportunity to discuss litter as a
problem. There was an enthusiastic response from students. Trinity,
Therfield, St. John's, Downsend and Polesden Lacey Infant's School produced
excellent work that was then placed on display during a two week period
in April.
Environment Subcommittee hold Successful Anti-litter Pop up Exhibition
This Anti-litter Pop Up Art Exhibition was designed to reach a wider audience. Over three hundred
people attended. In every way, the Exhibition was successful. Here are some of the outcomes:
•
•
•
•

We established a stronger working relationship with various departments of MVDC
We received very positive feedback from our members and from people who work and
visit the town
We strengthened links with local schools with the potential to further interact and develop
the anti litter theme
We worked with the Campaign to Protect Rural England (CPRE) and have plans to
continue the process of making the countryside litter free via a poster campaign

What Next Now the message needs to reach an even wider audience. At the
Exhibition, people frequently mentioned the fact that signage about litter was a
thing of the past. Luckily the subcommittee has already planned to remedy that
situation. We are at the very early stages of a poster campaign.
Ideas from many sources have been proffered. We would be glad to hear from
you. Do you have an anti-litter message that you think would capture public
attention?
Young people from Surrey Schools were challenged by Southern Rail and
Surrey County Council to produce posters to prevent litter at railway stations
throughout Surrey. Twenty-four of these poster entries were on view at the
April Pop Up Art Exhibition. When we asked visitors to select their
favourite, the clear winner was entry 9 shown to the right.
The Environment Subcommittee is hoping to put A3 size laminated
copies of all the posters on display at Leatherhead Station. The
Children's artwork showed fresh, strong messages in a naive way. The
display would be on show at the station for a limited time. Giving young
people the opportunity to express their ideas about important issues
about the environment can only be a good thing.
As Wordsworth said in 'My Heart Leaps Up', "The child is the father of the man."
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Reduce, Recycle, Reuse
Among the messages the Anti Litter Art Exhibition was trying to get across was to reduce, reuse, and recycle the
amount of litter that comes through our hands. Today using litter to make art is a part of our popular culture
and illustrates how rubbish can be made into something beautiful. Some artist and fashion designers have been
trying to get the message across for years. Some of our young artists carried on with this concept.
(Left) St John's students visit the exhibition and admire the work of
their friends. Appropriate for the designer theme note the 'Chanel'
logo produced from sweet wrappers.
Therfield School's shadow art project (below) placed the students in
a room full of litter with which to experiment making shadows. When
someone noticed that the shadow looked like a tower, it was decided
that it would be interesting to create the London skyline. This gave
the opportunity to discuss how cities would be affected if people
continued to drop litter.

On several occasions during the exhibition adults who
work with young people told us that they were getting
ideas to use in their instruction. One visitor who works
for Epsom Council and who frequently presents anti‐
litter art projects to schools, asked if she could use the
interpretive displays boards when the Exhibition was
finished.
Later,
Jackie
Lees‐Howes,
MV’s
Environmental Contracts Manager, said that she
would like to use the children's artwork to display at an event in conjunction with Circle Homes. Both Trinity and
Therfield Schools expressed an interest in having their student's artwork on display at their schools.
We happily realised, at this point, that not only had the children's artwork been created from items that could
have ended up in the litter bin but that the Exhibition itself was going to be reused and recycled. We were indeed
pleased with this result.
Cheryl Allen

Early Litter Picking in Leatherhead
In compiling information for the Anti Litter Exhibition, several people offered information about litter
picking in the past. Carole Neeser offered the following remembrance: "I was part of the original litter
picking group way back in the 70's and 80's led by Jinny Quinnell. We used to do it twice a year I think,
though the problem is probably far worse now. We also, I remember, covered the A24 By Pass."
This account gave me hope that there would be photos of some of the early litter picks. Of course, Lucy
Quinnell would be the person who would have these photos if they existed. Sadly my inquiry
produced the answer that there were no photos. These litter picks happened long before everyone had
a way of taking an instant photo. What Lucy did give was a snapshot into a life of frequent litter picks
with her mother, Jinny Quinnell. Lucy related that, "We litter picked on many Sundays. We even had
pins for our lapels which changed from season to season."
Imagine my delight when Tom Musoke stopped by the Exhibition remembering that he had
participated in Jinny Quinnell's litter picks. He, too, had worn a pin on his lapel. In fact after all these
years, he still had one of his pins. Later in the day, Tom produced the pin and presented it to me for
the Exhibition.
What an inspiration Jinny Quinnell was. Perhaps because of her early experiences with her Mother,
Lucy Quinnell has gone on to be a leading light in protecting the environment and saving Teazle Wood.
What a legacy Jinny Quinnell left in her daughter.
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The April Exhibition Explores the Impact of Litter on Animals
Months of research preceded the opening of the Exhibition. A Leatherhead Advertiser article sparked
off a comment from Andy Smith, representing the local Wildlife Aid Foundation (WAF). The statistic
that 3000 animals are damaged or killed every year by carelessly discarded rubbish, fishhooks, and
netting was an eye opener. Photos supplied from WAF files show that our revered swans are also
vulnerable to these items. A simple paper cup can damage a hedgehog.
Local Animals
Downsend School focussed on the plight of local animals. Their display was composed of a beautiful
swan (made of tissue paper which had wrapped items from a local charity shop and plastic refuse
sacks), a kingfisher (made of a blue plastic bottle) and a group of hedgehogs that "live in a dangerous
world" (made of ginger beer bottles and paper bags).
Abbey Hislop with her sister (right)
stopped in to see how the project
she had worked on was displayed.

Sea Creatures
Even more astonishing than the danger litter poses to local
wildlife is the present state of our oceans and the effect plastic is
having on sea life. Some experts report that the oceans can best
be described as "plastic soup". This is because plastic does not
biodegrade but simply breaks up into smaller flakes. It is thought
that the entire food chain may be polluted with plastic.

The Artwork of Polesden Lacey Infants School (left)
Sea Turtles
This Artwork looked specifically at the threatened condition of
all 7 species of sea turtles. Unfortunately, the turtle's favourite
food is a jellyfish. Plastic bags can be mistaken for jellyfish.
Once the bag is in its mouth, the turtle will die a slow death. The
turtle is an important contributor to the ocean's ecosystem,
keeping the shorelines clean for the shrimping industry.

Cheryl Allen

Much Ado About Litter
Some people have mentioned that they pay their taxes and that it’s the council’s responsibility to take care
of the problem. Our council is busy everyday working on the problem.
A fairly new organisation Clean Up Britain (CLUB) reports that it costs almost a billion pounds a year for
Britain to clean up litter. CLUB aims to make dropping litter as socially unacceptable as drink driving.
With the national press awash with articles and
editorials on the threat and nuisance of litter, we
believe that our Anti-litter Campaign is aiming for
the right target. We will continue to try to change
hearts and minds.
Cheryl Allen
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Fund Raising Brings Opportunities for Sussessful Social Gatherings
The demands of the Anti‐Litter Pop up Art Exhibition in April resulted in the Environment Committee's
decision to postpone our open gardens until 2016. We knew it was prudent for a small committee to focus
on one main event at a time. Nevertheless, fund raising was on our minds and what better place than in
members' gardens. Pam Wilson began the efforts with a Bring and Buy plant sale resulting in a £40 donation
to LRA funds.
The Environment Committee fund raising began only four years ago when Ann Cardew opened her garden to
raise money for flowers to brighten the Town Centre. As the number of open gardens increased, we have
been able to make contributions to worthwhile environmental causes, with a £330 donation to the legal fees
for the Leach Grove Wood bid for village green status. This year we decided to have a series of afternoon
teas. Although limited numbers of people can be accommodated in most gardens and the demands of
catering are daunting, we were able to overcome these challenges. We have had two successful events in
the lovely gardens of Caroline Cardew‐Smith and Susan and Chris Leveritt. After expenses, £210 pounds
was added to the Environment committee fund as a result of the two events. Proceeds from such events
may not be great but with a windfall from Nat West Bank we have covered the cost of maintaining the
twenty High Street planters during 2015.
Nat West corner has benefited from our planting scheme and was chosen because of its excellent location.
Its window boxes, which hold 18 planters, can be viewed from all directions at the market end of the High
Street. We know that our effort is appreciated because of the favourable comments we receive when we
replace plants seasonally. Imagine our delight when we were told that Nat West Bank will be contributing
£100 annually to our flower fund. This donation has been 'the icing on the cake' to this year's successful
fund raising.
A further Bring and Buy sale with raffle tickets being sold and tea and cake being served was held at the
home of the Leveritt's on 11 July. The proceeds for the event placed £154 in LRA funds.
As important as the fund raising is, it is even more important that the events are social
gatherings which add cohesiveness to the community. The second afternoon tea
was a Mad Hatter's Tea Party in celebration of the 150th anniversary of
the publication of Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland.

Elm Road Parking
The confusion over parking in the private car park along Elm Road is finally being sorted out. A recent meeting
was called by MVDC Cllr Rosemary Dickson, which was attended by SCC Cllr Tim Hall, Caroline Brown and John
Wilson from the LRA, Graeme Kane, MVDC Corporate Head of Service and Paul Anderson, MVDC Strategic
Parking & Parks Manager. They were able to clarify the situation as follows:
The car park is that one situated behind IBA House (also called Ranmore House) and is for occupants of IBA
House and Ashcombe House.
Although the notice boards do not currently indicate the permission for out‐of‐hours parking by the general
public, that permission is still in force.
The general public may park without charge in any bay between 6pm and 2am, Monday to Friday,
and between 9am and 2am on Saturdays and Sundays.
Outside these hours the parking is restricted to the occupiers of the buildings and residents are advised not to
park in the area as they could incur a charge of £100!
John W Wilson
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LRA Committee Members Participate in Special Events
In the past we have been asked to run a feature about our committee members. Since two members have
recently completed outstanding accomplishments, this seems a perfect time to share some information about
them.

Paula Sabine, for the last twelve years, has served as the LRA Treasurer. A lifelong Leatherhead resident, she
has been a champion of making the town a better place. In this endeavour, she chaired 'Leatherhead Ahead',
a group who supported a more open, visitor friendly town rather than what the group saw as "Fortress
Leatherhead." It is interesting that with Transform Leatherhead we are still trying to overcome the problems
that prevent Leatherhead from thriving. In this respect you could say that Paula and 'Leatherhead Ahead'
members were trailblazers.
On a more personal note, in an effort to keep fit Paula runs with, the Leatherhead based, 'Run to Live'
group. We were all amazed when she announced that she would compete in a triathlon. This meant that
she would have to hone her cycling and swimming skills as well as run. We are delighted to announce that
on 10 May Paula successfully completed the triathlon. Paula is now preparing to take part in a half
marathon in September to raise funds for Morgan's Mission, which is raising funds to obtain treatment for
children with severe allergies and eczema. She would be grateful for sponsorship ‐ www.gofundme.com/
paulasabine. Well done Paula.
Louise Herrity is beginning her second year serving on the LRA committee. She too is an active community
leader having campaigned to Save the Barnet Wood Lane Allotments from development. She is very active in
the Leatherhead Horticultural Society and works part time as a teacher at West Ashtead Primary School.
Louise sings with a local Community Choir, 'All Aloud', which meets weekly to give people who like to sing the
opportunity to do so (http://www.surreycommunity.info/all‐aloud/ ). 'All Aloud' was asked to become a part
of a massive choir to commemorate the 800th Anniversary of the sealing of the Magna Carta (see below). We
were all surprised when Louise gave her apologies for attending a meeting because she would be singing in an
opera at the Albert Hall. And that is exactly what she did. Well done to Louise as well.

Magna Carta: 'The Freedom Game' Staged at Albert Hall
In honour of the historic 800th Anniversary of the sealing of the Magna Carta, the Arts
Partnership Surrey commissioned a new community opera which was performed by 1300
Surrey residents on 12 May. It was composed by Hannah Conway with words by Sir Richard
Stilgoe and funded by the Arts Council England.
The opera explored Magna Carta values such as democracy, liberty, citizenship and freedom.
It was performed in two acts and told the story of a Surrey family and their quest to win back
freedoms which were taken away as a result of a computer game played by the young son.
The story concludes with the message that we should never stop playing for freedom.
Beginning with the Magna Carta, 8 struggles for freedom were highlighted (i.e. the vote for
women, freedom of speech and worship, and anti slavery).
One of the amazing things about the production was how well the over a thousand county
residents were successfully brought together to stage such an outstanding
production. The entire space in the Royal Albert Hall was used by the
choreographer, who had 150 to 200 dancers, actors and singers moving
constantly in and out of the arena via aisles and the stage. The use of people
of all ages and abilities (even those confined to wheelchairs) was also
remarkable. Although there were 4 professional opera singers the rest were
amateurs at their best.
Since the Magna Carta was sealed on the meadows of Runnymede in
Surrey, it seems entirely appropriate to have this anniversary
commemorated by Surrey residents. According to Louise the experience
was wonderful, "after all, singing makes you feel good."
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News From Leatherhead Theatre
The programming team at Leatherhead Theatre are busy putting together the final details for the venue’s Autumn and
Winter season of events.
On Friday 11 September, Leatherhead Theatre is delighted to host the launch event for Mole Valley’s Heritage Open
Weekend with an event sponsored by local NADFAS Societies. For this year's Launch Event, NADFAS‐accredited lecturer
Bertie Pearce looks at the life and places of Charles Dickens through his characters. The talk is interspersed with readings
of his works, making the evening a truly Dickensian experience. Tickets are free but need to be booked in advance.
Continuing the historical theme, we will be celebrating ‘The Battle of Britain at 75’. This live cinema experience comes from
Biggin Hill and tells the epic story of the greatest aerial conflict of the Second World War. BBC Radio 2’s Dermot O’Leary
and Jeremy Vine will be joined by the BBC Concert Orchestra and musicians from across the armed forces as they share
untold stories from the battle. Rare archive footage from the conflict, modern day RAF personnel, guest singers and a cast
of actors will bring those stories to life as we remember the men and women who lost their lives 75 years ago. A 30 minute
programme ‐ exclusive to cinemas ‐ will include a close up tour of a Spitfire and veteran fighter pilots recounting their
memories of the Battle of Britain.
Music lovers can follow the musical and personal journey, one film, of pianist Leif Ove Andsnes. In ‘Concerto – a Beethoven
Journey’, Andsnes attempts to understand and interpret what is undoubtedly on of the greatest sets of piano concertos
every written; Beethoven’s five piano concertos. The film will be screened on Monday 7 September.
Leatherhead Theatre’s new season will include more shows for families to enjoy. CBeebies stars Chris & Pui from ‘Show
Me Show Me’ will be bringing their brand new stage show ‘The Chris & Pui Show’ to Leatherhead on Saturday 19
September. ‘I Believe in Unicorns’ on Wednesday 18 November is an enchanting show based on the book by Michael
Morpurgo (War Horse). It follows the adventures of young Tomas whose world turned upside down the day he meets the
Unicorn and his Lady. We challenge you not to believe in unicorns after joining Tomas’ spellbinding journey!
Other highlights from the forthcoming season include David Suchet as Lady Bracknell in The Importance of Being Earnest
screened live from the Vaudeville Theatre, London. On the big screen audiences will also be able to enjoy, Le Nozze di Figaro
and The Nutcracker from The Royal Opera House. The National Theatre programme will include Hamlet, Of Mice and Men
and Jane Eyre. When you are next in town, visit the Box Office to collect a leaflet listing all of our event screenings.
For December, the Leatherhead Theatre is working with a new production
company to bring local audiences a fun‐filled family pantomime. Dick
Whittington will be bursting at the seams with jokes, slapstick comedy, songs
and plenty of audience participation. Dick Whittington opens on Wednesday
16 December. Booking now open.
In the meantime, we look forward to welcoming you to The Leatherhead
Theatre in the near future.
Box Office: 01372 365141 Book online: www.theleatherheadtheatre.org

Leatherhead Art Club ‐ Autumn Exhibition

Sutton & East East Surrey Water Co.

Plans for 2015 ‐ 2020
The Club will be holding its Autumn Exhibition in
the beautifully restored Old Chapel at St. John's
The company is committed to:
School.
•Keeping average bills at current levels before

It will feature a varied selection of members' inflation
paintings in a wide range of styles and mediums,
•Introducing a Social Tariff to help customers in
both traditional and contemporary.
genuine finacial difficulty. This could reduce the

All paintings will be for sale and admission is free. water rate by half for eligible customers.
The exhibition will be open
from Saturday 17th October
to Sunday 25th October
from 10am to 4pm daily

•Continuing to reduce leakage (already amongst the
lowest in the industry).
Note: If you have more bedrooms than there are
people in your house then a meter would probably
save you money.
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